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In every Bulletin there are many places where you can click on links to other places that 

reveal further information or interesting detail. When you hover your mouse over an 

image or specific words you will see an image like this pointing hand. When you click 

your mouse on this "link" you will be taken to contact details, videos, You Tube articles 

etc that may well be of interest to you. Do have a go this time and see if these extra bits 

add to your enjoyment or education. In this month's edition of the BSNZ Bulletin there 

are direct links to four videos: How to sprout TopFlite seed, Song Chen's video "Starting 

them Young", AI in the Breeding Room and the 8th Colour Budgerigar Exhibition from 

Bangladesh. Click the links and have a go!! Also linked are e-mail addresses, contacts 

for associated groups and their Facebook pages and websites. Have a look around and 

get so much more from your Bulletin. We hope that you enjoy this more interactive 

Bulletin format. It takes time to create, so do have a go!!  

 

 

Council Chatter 

 

The Council Chatter section of the Bulletin is set up to provide direct 

broadcast of information from the Council to financial members of the 

Society. If you have any questions please send in a query so that your issues 

can be dealt with promptly. We hope that members will find this section of 

interest, of support to you, as a breeder of budgerigars and that it will 

motivate you to share your own ideas about growing and developing the 

Society and the hobby as we move forward, growing our membership and 

attracting new members to the hobby.  

 

This Bulletin's Council Chatter 

contains reports on the judging 

Seminars held in both islands in 

March. Thanks to all those who 

supported this initiative with your 

attendance. The various reports 

from around the country indicate 

that the meetings were both well 

attended and very well received. 



 

The comment from one Novice 

breeder probably sums it up very 

well indeed: "It was awesome, the 

most I have ever learnt!" 

Kevin is keen to return, so those 

who missed out this time around 

can opt into the next round. 

 

 

Special thanks to Kevin 

O'Callaghan, the guest judge 

presenting at the Seminars.  

 

A Report on the Judges Seminars and Training Days 

 

North Island: 

Date:  16 March 2019 

Place: The Distinction Hotel, Hamilton 

Report from a Seminar Attendee - Judge, Phil Hill 

The Nth island judges seminar was held on the 16th of March at the Distinction Hotel in 

Hamilton. Nine judges attended the seminar, they were Linda Patten, Calvin Appleby, 

Brian Townsend, Dave Ingoe, Tony Grinter, Keith Flockhart, Jim Ziarno, Gary Carter and 

Phil Hill. Also in attendance were Vince & Lynne Huston, Dom Alcock, Terry Patten, Beryl 

Carter, Alan Frear and, of course, Kevin O'Callaghan. 



With Kevin being a teacher, the opportunities to learn from him were numerous and the 

process simple. The format was very informal but very easy to take in. We had a wide 

selection of birds to judge and were asked to give reasons for our selections. Kevin's way of 

helping us realise what we were looking for was fair and never made anybody look foolish. 

All judges said they enjoyed the seminar and would happily attend another one if possible.  

The only sticky point, which incited some "robust" discussion, was which class a yellow 

faced spangle went in. There were two sides, but the true class came to the fore eventually. 

All those who attended enjoyed the seminar immensely and I, for one, am very keen to do 

another. Hopefully we can all put into our judging, the tips we learned. And for those who 

are not judges, as yet, the tips might help in the selection of our birds for exhibiting and 

breeding 

  

Phil Hill 

BSNZ Judge  

 

South Island: 

Date:  23 March 2019 

Place: 116 Paige Place, RD8, Christchurch 7678 

Special thanks go to Dave and Fran Goulden for opening their home 

for this Seminar. 

 

Report from a Seminar Attendee - Novice Breeder, Kerriann Pinnell 

A warm and friendly welcome, from both hosts and guest judge, greeted people as they 

started arriving for the South Island judges' seminar on Saturday 23rd March when Dave 

and Fran Goulden graciously opened their home to attendees. 

We were able to meet and chat with Kevin O'Callaghan, the guest judge from Australia, 

during morning tea.  I found Kevin to be easy to talk to (for me to be able to talk to 

someone that easily right away is a big thing!), friendly, and approachable, with a brilliant 

sense of humour.  The only downside about him is that he's not a New Zealander. The day 

kicked off at 10am, when Kevin selected a group of six birds, and asked us to write down in 

our notebooks which one we thought was the best one. 

We then watched a slideshow with different excerpts from the Standard (or “the budgie 

judge's Bible” as Kevin called it) and we were asked to fill in the gaps eg.“The tail should be 

(straight) and (tight) with (two) primary feathers” and “The head is to be (large), 

(rounded) and (wide) when viewed from (any) (angle); curvature of the head is to 

commence at the (cere) and lift (outward) and (upward).” 

We were then split into four groups and each group was asked to “judge” a different flock 

of birds, ranking them in order from first down to fifth (or sixth, depending on how many 



 

birds were in each flock).  I was surprised to find that my top two or three choices were on 

par with the two BSNZ judges I was with! 

We then took a break for lunch in Dave and Fran's beautiful home (which happened to be 

right under the flight path for Christchurch Airport), before returning to judge the other 

three flocks of birds. 

After each group had taken their turn judging all twenty-one birds, we were all able to 

compare our thoughts with the other groups.  A majority of the groups had all chosen the 

same bird in each flock.  Then Kevin selected the top birds from each flock and brought 

them together, to decide on the best bird overall, which ended up being a grey green 

normal hen. 

Kevin then showed us a couple of different slideshows; one with photos of three different 

birds on each slide and asking us to pick out the positive points of each bird and tell him 

which bird we liked best. The other slide show included photos of several birds with faults, 

and Kevin asked us to say whether they would be penalised or disqualified. 

The last slideshow was a survey that National judges in Australia had taken part in, with 

their new rules regarding flecking. We were shown photos of six birds per slide, and asked 

to rate them as to whether we thought they had “Light” or “Heavy” flecking. We all ranked 

them the exact same as the Australian judges had! 

It was a wonderful day out, and one young novice commented that it was the most she had 

ever learnt. The three young novices present were also treated to a look around the 

Gouldens' setup, and some extra time talking to Kevin. 

  

Side note: Is there any chance we can clone Kevin, or book him in to judge at a South 

Island patronage show one year? 2020 maybe? One of the nicest budgie judges I have ever 

had the privilege of meeting. 

  

Kerriann Pinnell 

Novice Breeder 

Dunedin Bird Club  

 

Image from the North Island Seminar  

 



 

 

From Left to Right:  Gary Carter, Jim Ziarno, Dave Ingoe, Tony Grinter, Kevin 

O'Callaghan, Phil Hill, Linda Patten, Calvin Appleby and Brian Townsend. (Keith 

Flockhart also attended but missing from this image)  

 

Images from the South Island Seminar  

 

  



 

 

 

Update on Judge Details for a Budgie Judge: 

The details for Alistair Scrivens appear incorrectly in the list of Judges. Please note the 

following phone number for you to make the change in your own Year Book: 

Alistair Scrivens:  027 506 15337 

 

Stewarding and Judge Training 

If you are motivated by the recent Seminars to get more involved in training to become a 

judge you are encouraged to make sure that at any Show where you steward to have the 

officiating judge made aware of your interest before judging begins. This way the judge will 

be sure to involve you more in the judging process and mentor you a little towards learning 

how decisions are being made and why. This is excellent "on the job training"! At the end of 

the judging be sure to have the judge complete a stewarding form that is filled out and 

forwarded to the Council for the information of the Judges' Panel. It would be excellent to 

have a number of our members working towards their judging qualifications this season. 

 

New Membership Form 

At the end of this Bulletin please find a new membership form. It is time to consider the 

ordering of coded rings. All orders for coded rings need to be submitted to Vince Huston by 

30 April, 2019 so if you already have coded rings or are considering them, then please 

place your order this month. 

Please note the following: 

1. All other A series rings need to be ordered before July 1, 2019 

2. There is a $3 cost for the postal return of all rings. 

3. There is a surcharge of $2 for a coded ring order of less that 100 rings. 

4. A $20 Bulletin payment is only required for members who require a paper copy of the 

Bulletin. This extra cost covers the cost of postage via NZ Post. 

 

Please contact Vince Huston for all queries and orders: 

Vince Huston, Ring Registrar, P.O. Box 82011, Highland Park, Auckland , 2143 

Email: vincehuston47@gmail.com or lhuston2020@gmail.com 09 534 4988 
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For a helpful video to help you with the process of sprouting your seeds please go 

to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J69kZFZ0_dg  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J69kZFZ0_dg


 

President's 

Patter 
The Council President shares his 

thoughts, ideas and updates for 

members to hear directly from the 

Council President about issues of 

interest to you as a breeder and 

other important communication with 

the full membership: If you have 

ideas and thoughts that you think 

will benefit the future of our Society 

please do not hesitate to contact 

Tony Grinter to share and discuss 

any and all thoughts and ideas. 

 

 

 

Welcome everyone to the start of the silly season, when we all start to think about the 

birds that we want to show and sort out our babies for the coming year. 

We have just had two very successful seminars for our Judges and interested exhibitors. 

These, by all accounts, were very well appreciated and our thanks go to Kevin 

O’Callahan from Australia for devoting his time and expense in coming over to give us 

very informative and interactive training sessions. I am sure that everyone who 



attended gained some useful information to help with their exhibiting. Please see 

elsewhere in the Bulletin for feedback about these very useful seminars. 

It is also the time of year that we will be looking toward the AGM which means that we 

are looking for remits to put before the members for any changes to the rules for your 

society. It is also the time to consider if you want to put your name forward to stand for 

the committee. We currently have a good, hard working group but there is always room 

for new ideas and help is always appreciated. If you have any ideas, please email Chris 

with your proposals. 

Planning is well underway for the Patronage Show and Auction in Oamaru with the 

AGM, and we are expecting a good turn out for the show. We have Kathy Manton from 

Australia judging the Champion Birds and Robyn Grinter will be doing the Novice birds. 

I have had many reports that exhibitors are having good results with late season 

breeding. I know that many of our own best chicks come from February/March 

breeding and although they may not be old enough to go on the bench for the show 

season, they will still be old enough to breed from the following year. This leads me to 

the idea of possibly changing our ring issue date to 1st January. so that you will know 

that all birds with a 2019 ring are hatched in that year instead of half your birds being 

born in 2019 and half being born in 2020. This would require a change of mind set for 

everyone, so that we can consider breeding at any time of year that the birds are looking 

in condition and ready to breed. The logical complement to this idea is to properly 

implement the Young Bird class which would then be eligible to birds up to 18 or 19 

months old. This would reduce the problem that we had with the previous 

implementation, which was that it allowed for birds up to 2 years old and, so, resulted 

in most of the adult birds being shown in the young bird class which cannibalised the 

adult classes. It also meant that most of the current year birds would not be competitive 

and so reduced the overall numbers of birds on the bench. At this stage it is just an idea 

for discussion as we have no intention of changing any of the classes in the near future. 

If you have thoughts on the concept please send them in to be published in the Bulletin 

so others can consider the opinions of others. 

Good luck for the upcoming show season. 

  

 

Tony Grinter 

President Budgerigar Society of New Zealand  



  

 

The 2019 Patronage Show and AGM 

of the Budgerigar Society of New 

Zealand 
   

As has been circulated to all members in the last two editions of the 

Bulletin, the BSNZ Council is pleased to confirm the following 

details: 

1. The North Otago Club, in Oamaru, has agreed to host the 2019 

Patronage Show and Annual General Meeting of the Budgerigar 

Society of New Zealand. This will be held in conjunction with their 



 

annual Show on June 22 and 23, 2019.  

2. The judge for the Patronage Show in 2019 is a judge well-known 

to some members in the North Island, as she has judged the 

Patronage Show in Hamilton in 2014. We warmly welcome Kathy 

Manton back to New Zealand and look forward to her input and to 

her sharing her knowledge and experience with us. 

3. In addition can we remind all members that the AGM paperwork 

will be circulated to all members under separate cover. In the 

meantime PLEASE be thinking of any changes you would like to see 

in terms of remits and consider your availability for the BSNZ 

Council. Remits and Nomination forms will be distributed shortly. 

 

 

 

  

   

 

Supplements for Preparation for 

the Show Season - 

VetaFarm Products 
 

Products for your to consider as you prepare your birds for 

showing and the Show season  

• Multivet with Moulting Aid 

A general multivitamin containing essential vitamins, minerals and amino acids. 

The amino acids Multivet features are essential for the normal and healthy 

development of feathers. 

Liquid form for mixing with drinking water. 

  



 

• Soluvite D 

A vitamin and mineral supplement containing 12 essential vitamins with boosted vit 

D3 to help absorption of calcium for good feather and bone growth. 

  

Is in powdered form so can either be fed on food or mixed with water 

  

• Spark 

Electrolyte for birds. Ideal for hydration in hot weather. Also helps birds under stress 

while travelling and out and about at shows. 

  

• Poly Aid Plus 

First aid supplement for sick or injured birds. It will not cure disease but provides 

extra energy to help birds survive until the underlying issue can be addressed. 

  

 

 

Starting Them Young??  

Novice breeder, Song Chen, from the Auckland Met Club, has trained his young 

daughter to help with hand raising this young chick. He states: "This youngster fell 

out of her nest box and her parents stopped feeding her. My daughter can already 

start helping me!"  



  

Discussion Article Regarding 

Assisted Insemination in the 

Breeding Room 
 

Dean Fallen 

Bachelor of Social Sciences in Nursing, 

https://www.facebook.com/100007089619050/videos/2317676881811943/


 

Post Grad Certificate in Mental Health and Addictions 

Article used by permission of author.  

Originally written 2014, revised 2019, by Dean Fallen. Copyright.  

 

 

 

This month we have a contributed article from Dean Fallen who is an expat Kiwi now 

living in Canada. A registered nurse by profession, he combined his science and 

health background with his budding budgie enthusiasm since he started in 2008. His 

special interest is in the technical aspects of the hobby: genetics, nutrition and 

husbandry with a penchant for violets.  

Assisted insemination in captive bred 

budgerigars (Melopsittacus undulatus)   

A two part educational introduction and opinion piece on the “What, when, where, how, 

why and why not’s” of assisted insemination in budgerigars.  

  



Part 1 

  

Artificial/Assisted Insemination, or “AI” as it is known, is not a commonly discussed or 

practiced technique within the Budgerigar hobby.  That being said, it is known of and 

practiced by enough practitioners of the hobby, that it is listed in the Official UK 

Budgerigar Society Rules as follows: 

  

23. Misconduct 

 (iv) Using artificial insemination of Budgerigars in any circumstances whatsoever. 

 

Subsequently, it follows that one might be subject to discipline or expulsion within the 

areas and clubs governed by this body.  Currently, the New Zealand Budgerigar Society has 

no official mention or ruling on the topic. 

  

Why then, an article on AI?  Let me be clear, first and foremost, that this article is not 

intended to encourage or discourage the use of assisted insemination (or ‘AI’) in the 

keeping and breeding of captive budgerigars for pleasure or for exhibition.  It is my belief 

that those who wish to seek and pursue varied skills and knowledge will do so with or 

without encouragement or adversity, and those who do not – will not; and this certainly 

applies to our hobby.  It is my opinion, however, that those who DO wish to expand their 

knowledge and practice down the road of AI, should be well informed before doing so – 

both on the theoretical, practical and ethical aspects, as well as potential risks/benefits; 

after all - 

 “An investment in knowledge pays the best interest” 

- Benjamin Franklin 

 

My hope and goal with this article is to inform, educate and to encourage discussion and 

(healthy) debate within the hobby.  

So let’s begin with the term “Assisted insemination”. Why assisted insemination instead of 

artificial insemination? 

Some argue it should ‘rightly’ (and only) be called artificial - as it is a break from the 

normal process of a male courting, mounting and copulating/fertilising a hen.  They argue, 

very strongly, that such a break away from ‘Mother Nature’, is a deviant and unethical 

practice, and can only have dire consequences. Or, they argue, at the very least is ‘cheating’ 

and not ‘proper’ animal husbandry.  

I somewhat agree, but only in the sense that everything we do (and have done) since 

removing budgerigars from their native habitat is artificial.  As hobbyists and pet 

enthusiasts we control (and are responsible for) every aspect of the life and care of our 

budgies.  This includes environment (flock size, flight/cage size, lighting and weather 

exposure), intake (water, seeds, supplements/aids and medication), breeding season/s, and 

breeding conditions (partner selection, nest boxes/shavings, number of rounds/eggs).  All 

of this is artificially provided to either mimic, or supersede their native life style. 

Phrasing it as Artificial or Assisted insemination comes down to personal preference. 

However, I would still make argument for referring to AI as assisted insemination, as we 

are following the normal selection and pairing process, but assisting the fertilisation 

process by mechanically obtaining and transferring the sperm to its final destination.  How 

right and proper you consider the technique, or what you prefer to call it, I will leave up to 



the reader to decide. 

Having said that, let’s move on to the technique itself.  We will be covering the process of 

actually ‘doing’ AI in this first part of the two part series.  The second part will focus on the 

conceptual side – the history, debate/contention, potential pro’s and cons, as well as 

cautions and lessons regarding AI and its use in budgerigars.  Without further ado…. 

 

The AI technique: 

 

Cock bird 

• Pluck or trim the vent feathers. This is helpful when first starting, but I found after 

getting my technique down, I do not need to do this at all. 

• Catch up the cock bird after seeing it defecate (poop). Or catch and release the cock 

bird and you will find most of the time they fly to a perch and poop straight away. 

• Take up the cock bird in hand again. The correct hold will find your pinky finger 

supporting the chest/lower neck, your middle three fingers covering and securing 

the back and wings gently but firmly and thus your thumb is then free to lift the tail 

from underneath, raising it vertical and holding it against your forefinger, revealing 

the cloaca/vent. 

NOTE:  Rarely, some cock birds are extremely nervous by nature. They evade capture, and 

once caught begin to rapidly pant and have a greatly increased heart rate that can be felt by 

touch and often have dilated ‘panicked’ looking eyes.  Prolonging this experience can kill 

them as the rapid heart rate (Tachycardia) increases to the point where the heart is no 

longer pumping effectively and the birds pass out and can die.  These birds must be 

released immediately and are not suitable for AI.  I have not known hens that do this, if 

hens don’t like being caught they just take a bite out of you!!! 

• Assess the vent area.  It should be free from clag/feces, if not it must be cleaned of 

dried feces. If there is loose or fouled poop on the vent feathers, seriously consider 

NOT using a potentially sick bird for AI. It is not known what diseases may yet be 

passed on via expressed semen. (They would still be passed on it natural 

copulation, but we must take extra caution with AI). 

• Place the thumb and forefinger of your free hand directly on the vent. Move them 

down each side of the vent approximately 1cm and then apply gentle but firm 

pressure inwards and ‘up’ towards the vent itself.  Done right, this manual 

technique should produce a small droplet of clear, yellow or milky white semen.  

Another method is to start from the 1cm point, and gently stroke up towards the 

vent in repeated motions.  Done correctly he cock will start rhythmically chirping, 

squirming and contracting his legs at which point he will produce as above. 

NOTE: In my experience cocks with small and/or flat vents are either out of season, or too 

young/old and rarely produce anything, or only clear semen.  In contrast, cocks with bright 

pink/purple ‘fleshy’ and raised vents produce readily.  When viewed under microscope my 

experience has been clear samples have little sperm. White has good concentrations and 

coffee colored or yellow milky samples have high concentrations of sperm. 



• The sample produced must be immediately collected in a NON-heparinized 

capillary tube.  Heparin is toxic to sperm.  Unfortunately you will have to source 

these yourself depending on location! Pharmacies may sell them or you could look 

online.  They are used in the medical field to obtain small blood samples for testing 

and work amazingly well for AI.  

• To collect the sample use a NEW capillary tube placed on the sample, which will 

automatically draw it up via capillary action (ergo its name!).  Use the sample ASAP 

as the sperm congeals into a useless sludge within 5 minutes (sometimes faster in 

summer). 

This can be easier done with two people; otherwise one person can do it alone with bird in 

hand and capillary tube in mouth (DO NOT BITE DOWN! HOLD IT IN YOUR LIPS ONLY. 

AND DO NOT BREATH IN ONCE YOU HAVE THE SAMPLE!!).  

Alternatively you can purchase (or make?) capillary tube holders (Mario Capasso sells them 

online). I imagine a secure vertical wooden dowel with a clothes peg screwed or glued 

vertically would suffice. 

 

Hen 

• Hens should be caught up, held and assessed in the same manner as the cock birds. 

Be mindful they can bite your pinky finger something fierce if they are determined 

enough.  Wear gloves or grow thicker skin (enough bites actually does do that, I 

know first hand!). 

• Ensure the hen has pooped recently, or release her and let her poop.  With the bird 

held correctly, take two fingers and place them directly under the vent, gently 

applying downward movement to retract the skin. This opens the cloaca and 

reveals the reproductive tract which is slightly moister and pinker than the more 

external tissue where the intestinal tract and the reproductive tract meet (the 

cloacal opening). 

• Place the capillary tube over the opening and blow the collected semen sample onto 

it. Release the downward pressure and let the cloaca retract.  It should then start 

rhythmically pumping and the hen will draw the semen into herself automatically.  

Sometimes she may not do so immediately, but blowing gently on her vent will also 

encourage this action to begin. 

• Release the hen.  Should she then poop, your efforts are wasted! Urates and stool 

are toxic to sperm so it is imperative she poops and is clean before and has no more 

poop left to vacate after being AI’d. 

Timing 

Timing your initial AI is a matter of preference.  As a note, check the cock bird for semen 

production (volume and quality) before committing it to the breeding box.  

Since AI can be time consuming if done over multiple pairs, some practitioners wait until 

the first egg is laid before first attempting to AI. It is imperative you can check nest boxes 

regularly for AI, as you must fertilise the hen within 5-6 hours of her egg being laid (ideally 

within 1 hour of laying).  

If you miss the timing you may miss the second egg but fertilise the third (hens can store 



sperm for up to 17 days – theoretically one successful AI should fertilise an entire clutch).  

Another benefit of the ‘wait until egg one’ method is that once the fourth egg is laid, you 

can check and compare fertility for eggs one and two.  If egg one is clear and egg two is 

fertile it is extremely likely your AI was successful. 

Alternatively you can wait until the hen is showing signs of egg development – increasing 

time in the nest box, large poops, ‘egg bum’ etc.  You can then choose to AI at this point if 

you are dead set on full fertility.  Following this method, AI is then done daily until egg one 

is laid and often once again after egg two; but this is individual preference. It should not be 

necessary to AI after egg two.  If egg one is clear, egg two is full (from AI) and egg three is 

clear then you have an issue with the quality or quantity of sperm you are using, or the hen 

has faulty sperm storage vessels. TAKE NOTE! 

 

WHO IS THE SIRE? 

If you have AI’d your desired cock over a hen or hens with another cock bird in the 

breeding cage(s); the obvious question of paternity is raised.  

After using AI and utilizing microscopes to assess, I found that true infertility in cocks is 

extremely rare.  ‘Infertility’ (more aptly ‘poor’ fertility) in breeding cages arises from cocks 

being of poor nutritional status/poor constitution, sick, too young/old or they are used out 

of season (yes, cocks have seasonal sperm production spikes and falls). 

Or it may arise from causes unique to the hen.  Without a truly infertile ‘feeder’ cock paired 

to an AI’d hen there are only a few ways to guarantee parentage.  One way is to pair two 

recessives (sex-linked or not), and AI a desirable normal or non-recessive (make sure it 

isn’t split!!). 

All normal offspring are the product of AI and all recessives are of natural parentage. The 

same can be said of using double factor dominants.  Pair two blues and AI a known double 

factor green (I.E NOT split blue). Or AI a double factor dominant pied / spangle etc to non-

pied/spangle pairings. A good grasp of genetics and accurate breeding records are essential 

in this endeavor. 

Failing this the question is then, does it matter?  If you get 100% fertility (or even greater 

than 80%), and the offspring are progressing in quality then your pairings are successful 

irrespective of which cock fathered which chick. 

 

  

Summary/conclusion for part one: 

We have covered the essentials of the AI technique in this first part for instructive 

purposes. 

 

One take away point that I think all breeders can take away and forever benefit from 

moving forward in their endeavours is the process by which semen is obtained from cocks.  

After initially learning the AI process and successfully practicing for a season, I rarely used 

AI as I had high fertility in general already. But as a practice from that season on, I always 

checked each cock was producing semen before ever placing them in a breeding cage. 

Doing this one simple step bumped my fertility to near perfection and I don't recall ever 

having clears afterwards. 

 

 Whether you do the full AI or not is up to you, certainly I encourage readers to at least 

attempt it.  There are no confirmed statements I have read about injuring cock birds while 



 

learning to AI, but please use caution in your approach and perhaps for exhibition 

breeders, start with your ‘least’ valued cock (or a cull) to attain confidence and skill.  Once 

you have the technique, check a few more cock birds before pairing them to hens – do they 

all produce semen with the AI hold? If not, compare the egg filling rates of those birds 

compared with the ones you could obtain semen from using the hold.  In part two we will 

go into the history, contention/debate and theoretical aspects of AI within the budgerigar 

hobby.   

 

For those interested, I am a member of the New Zealand Budgerigar Society Facebook page 

for additional questions. There are also a few videos on YouTube that demonstrate either 

the AI process itself or utilise only the fertility check for males. One such example found 

under the name “Cock bird testing”, is a video presented by Mick Freakley of the Exhibition 

Budgerigar channel or via this link: 

 

https://youtu.be/0TJ2PF81nYs  (Please click on this link to go straight to the video)  

 

Happy Breeding! 

 

 

A Look at a Rare Gene Mutation 

The Feather Duster 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/0TJ2PF81nYs


 

 

 

 

The first case of this type of mutation was reported in 1966. It is a poorly understood, 

incomplete recessive feather mutation that results in excessively long contour and flight 

feather. The funny appearance of the birds is said to be the result of a mutation in a 

recessive gene. That means, if both parents carry the "mutation gene" but don't pass it 

on, they will produce normal-looking babies. It's only when both parents pass it on, that 

the "mutation gene" will actually be visible in the baby bird. 

What is known is that feather duster budgies don't live as long as normal budgies (they only 

live 2 - 12 months). The reason for the short life seems to be that the bird cannot get 

enough nourishment to support the constant feather growth as well as to keep the rest of 

his body alive. Most feather dusters have trouble perching, climbing, preening and flying 

and can suffer severe muscle wasting. It has also been reported that their eyes have a 

different shape and that they produce different sounds from that of an ordinary budgie.  

 

This bird is especially interesting as it has been bred from a pair of birds - one 

from a South Island aviary and the other from a North Island stud. This would 

seem to negate the widely spread supposition that these birds arise as a result of 

in-breeding within an aviary.  

 



 

Tips and Tricks For All 
This section of the Bulletin is designed to contain suggestions of products that 

are useful in the care of your birds, and tips to help with exhibiting them, 

too. This edition we take a look at Multivet Liquid that is a new product in the 

VetaFarm range of products. The 2015 article that was written for the Bulletin 

by Kathy Manton, as featured below, and soon to be judge at the BSNZ 

Patronage Show is shared here again, for newer members to learn and more 

experienced to be reminded of the process. 

 



 

 

This product is particularly valuable for promoting better health and better plumage in 

your birds. The product provides a balanced range of nutrients that complement 

those provided through the seed, vegetables and fruit provided in their daily diet.  

 



  



  



  

The Bird World Beyond Our Shores 
With each edition of the Bulletin we include a small section that helps 

members of the BSNZ to look further afield than their own backyard. This 

month we, firstly, take a peek at some Texas Clearbody birds in the aviary of 



 

Pete Collins, a U.K. breeder who lives just outside the city of Worcester. 

Secondly, there is a chance to see some of the winners at a recent Show 

judged by Kathy Manton, who will be judging at the Patronage Show this 

year. Finally, for a bit of fun there is a video of the Bangladesh Budgerigars of 

Colour Show with a new song called "Budgerigar" playing in the background 

for you to enjoy! 

 

 

Some Results Breeding Texas 

Clearbodies in the U.K. 
 

I m a g e s  f r o m  a  U K  B r e e d e r  

   

Pete Collins 

Pete lives about five minutes outside the city of Worcester, which is about 3-4 hours 

drive time from London. He breeds out of a 40 cage breeding set-up and has done 

well with his TCB birds over the past few years. 

 

 

 

 



 

Above is a Clearbody cobalt hen 

which won Best of Colour and Best 

Young Bird at the Trent Valley 

Show.  

 

The above  hen was not beaten on 

the show bench in 2016. She 

produced a clearbody sky blue hen 

in 2017 and this bird was, again, not 

beaten on the show bench.  

 

 

 

 



 

This is the bird produced from the 

hen on the above right. She is a sky 

blue TCB and has not been beaten 

at Shows where Pete has entered 

her. She won Best Opposite Sex in 

Show, just missing out on Best in 

Show at the Midland Area 

Budgerigar Show.  

 

The above light green Texas 

Clearbody is a 17 week old cock 

bird from the Pete Collins stud. This 

bird came out of tcb sky blue x lutino 

hen. A grey green hen was paired to 

a TCB mauve cock and this pair 

produced the lutino, which then 

resulted in the above bird.  

 

 

 

 



 

This opaline grey green clearbody 

hen is a current bird now in the 

breeding cage. Her grandfather is a 

light green split TCB.   

 

This is the grandfather of the bird at 

left. It is clear that Pete's clearbodies 

come from a line of very strong 

normal birds.  

 

 

 

Our Patronage Show Judge Hard 

at Work at the South Western 

NSW Budgerigar Society's Annual 

Show 

H e l d  a t  J u n e e ,  3 0  -  3 1  M a r c h  

2 0 1 9  

Kathy Manton indicates that there were 401 budgies benched and that it was a really 

well run show  with some truly outstanding birds exhibited. 

   

 



 

 

Kathy Manton and her fellow judges at the South Western NSW Budgerigar Society's 

Annual Show. They certainly are dressed professionally and look very smart.  

  



 

 

 

 

  

Top Left:  Grand Champion  

Top Right: Champion Any Age Cock 

Bottom Left: Champion Intermediate 



 

Bottom Right: Champion Novice  

 

 

 

And finally take a look at 

the 2019 Bangladesh 

Budgerigar Society Show 

video with the new song 

“Budgerigar” playing in 

the background. Please 

click on the image to go to 

the video!  

 

 

 

TopFlite Is New Zealand's Exclusive 

 

VetaFarm Products Supplier  

 

  

  

   

https://www.facebook.com/syedmdyeasinalam/videos/2281764318511525/?t=16


 

 Top Flite has been supplying New Zealand consumers with 

VetaFarm 

products for four months now and this is an enormous benefit for 

members of Bird Clubs in New Zealand. If your Club is not selling 

TopFlite seed, you need to introduce the concept,so that you can have 

your Veta Farm products delivered alongside your monthly seed 

order. This is an outstanding benefit for members of Federation Bird 

Clubs and is a real incentive for bird breeders to join local Clubs. 

 

Vetafarm are one of the world’s leading brands in bird 

nutrition. TopFlite sees that the VetaFarm range of highly specialised 

pelletised food and nutritional supplements as being very 

complementary to their natural range of quality seed and treats. 

  

 

 

  
 

  
 

 

 

Budgerigar Colour Breeders' Society  

 

 

The Colour Breeders' Society 2019 SHOW  and SEMINAR os less than five 

months away: 

 

This event will be held on 22 and 23 June 2019 at the Distinction Hotel, Garnett 

Ave, Hamilton. 

 

Judge: 

We are very pleased to announce that Mr. James Bader from Victoria, Australia will 

be the judge and speaker. James will be known to some of you having previously 

judged in New Zealand. 

James is an Australian National Budgerigar Council accredited judge and is an active 

member of the Budgerigar Council of Victoria. 

James is part of the Bader and Turnbull Partnership which has had success on the 

show bench in recent times. 

This year there will be a very fine Jane Adams sculpture on offer for Novice 

Breeders: 

 

Supreme Novice Exhibitor Award  2019: 

The Novice Exhibitor at our 2019 show who achieves the most points from their 

birds  which  place in the  Novice Top 10 Any Age and  the Novice Top 10 CYCR  will 

win outright a beautiful sculpture of a budgerigar by Jane Adam.  
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